
 

 

 

  
  

Rainbow Families    
info@rainbowfamilies.com.au   

    
21  December  2021   

  
  

Committee Secretary   

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights   

PO Box 6100,   

Parliament House   

CANBERRA ACT 2600   

AUSTRALIA   
  

Dear   Committee Secretary ,   
  

Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human  Rights   

regarding Religious Discrimination Bill 2021 and related bills   
  

Rainbow Families encloses our submission  to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on  
Human Rights   on the   Religious Discrimination Bill 2021 and related bills .   
  

Rainbow Families endorses Equality Australia’s submission to this   committee.    
  

Should you have any questions, please contact me.   
  
  

Yours  sincerely    
  
  
  

Amy McGowan   

Director,  Equality   
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Submission on the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021 and related Bills  

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the package of Bills relating to 

religious discrimination reform, namely, the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021, the Religious 

Discrimination (Consequential Amendments) Bill 2021, and the Human Rights Legislation  

Amendment Bill 2021. Rainbow Families has made submissions previously with Rainbow 

Families Queensland and Rainbow Families Victoria on the subject of religious 

discrimination.  

Rainbow families are families where one or more parent or carers are lesbian, gay, bisexual, 

trans, gender diverse, non-binary, intersex or queer (LGBTIQ+) – and our children and 

families. Our rainbow families live, work and play in every area of public life. We are parents 

and carers. Some of us are legally married, many of us live in de-facto partnerships.  

We are multicultural, of diverse races and multi-faith. We live in rural and regional 

communities and in metro areas. We work in schools, some of us are foster carers, or sole 

parents or living in blended families. Some of us have disabilities, some of us are 

neurodiverse and some of us have children who live with disabilities.  

Importantly, we all want our children to grow up in communities that support and value them. 

Our communities include faith and religious communities. Rainbow Families are as diverse 

as every other Australian family. Because of our diversity there are endless possibilities 

where discriminatory comments could impact our access to health care, education, goods or 

services in our day to day lives.  

We respectfully remind you that:  

1. Our children should not be discriminated against because of who they are, how they 

were created or what kind of family they come from  

2. A health service of any description receiving government funding should not 

discriminate based on a person’s sexuality, gender diversity, family structure or relationship 

status.  

3. Any educational institution of any description receiving government funding should 

not discriminate based on a person’s sexuality, gender diversity, family structure or 

relationship status.  

As lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer, transgender or gender diverse, non-binary community 

members, we should not be discriminated against based on our sex, gender identity, 

sexuality, relationship status or marital status.   

Summary  

Rainbow Families acknowledges the need for all people to be protected from discrimination 

based on their age, gender identity, sexuality, race cultural heritage or religion. Rainbow 

Families holds significant concerns over the impact this legislation will have on our families 

and the broader community.  
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We also accept that there is concern amongst some in the community over religious 

discrimination and freedoms. However, protection of these rights should not come at the 

expense of other human rights. We believe this proposed legislative package would grant a 

license for our families to be discriminated against across many facets of their lives. We do 

not support this legislation in its proposed form and make the following recommendations to 

the committee:  

1. Narrow the definition of religious body;  

2. Amend section 7 of the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021;   

3. Remove section 11 of the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021;  

4. Remove section 12 of the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021;  

5. Remove section 15 of the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021;  

6. Remove part 6 of the Religious Discrimination Bill 2021;  

7. Remove section 3 of the Human Rights Legislation Amendment Bill 2021; and  

8. Remove section 38 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1984.   

These recommendations stem from the concerns we hold for the safety and rights of our 

families, especially our children, who deserve the same protections as any other child from 

any other family.  

Narrow the definition of religious body  

The definition of ‘religious body’ in the Religious Discrimination Bill (hereafter RD Bill) is 

overly broad which has the effect of encompassing a vast range of organisations or 

institutions where employees or members would not necessarily be required to adhere to the 

body’s religious ethos in order to perform their role. We do not see the need, for example, for 

a science teacher at a catholic school, to be catholic. The powers granted to schools or other 

religious bodies, because they are encompassed in this definition, are unnecessary.  

Such powers would manifest in discrimination against a swathe of minority groups. Our 

families interact with many organisations or institutions we on a regular basis, for example 

schools and health service providers, which could discriminate against them with the 

passage of this legislation.   

We recommend narrowing the definition of religious bodies merely for the purpose of 

proselytising or engaging in genuine religious activity in religious environments such as in 

places of worship. A more concise definition would still protect religious bodies engaging in 

genuine religious activity, without unnecessarily discriminating.  
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Amend section 7 of the Religious Discrimination Bill  

Following on from the above, the powers granted to religious bodies, under the current 

definition, are too great and broad, permitting unnecessary discrimination that is in many 

cases, irrelevant to the involvement of an individual with that religious body.  

The references in section 7 to doctrines, tenets and beliefs or teachings, that a person of the 

same religion as the body could reasonably be consider to be in accordance with that 

religion are exceedingly broad and could encompass an array of discriminative and bigoted 

beliefs directed at not just our families, but other vulnerable groups. We again suggest that 

this be only applied to religious bodies engaging in genuine religious activities in a religious 

environment such as a church.  We accept there are circumstances where it is necessary for 

religious bodies to discriminate in favour of adherents of their own religion, such as an 

Islamic organisation requiring an Imam to be Muslim. Conversely, it would not be reasonable 

for that organisation's accountant to be Muslim unless they were required to perform some 

religious function.  

This would negatively impact our families in employment. There may well be occasions 

where an offer of employment is withdrawn, or a person is fired because some aspect of 

their family life does not align with the body’s values. A lesbian mum should not be fired from 

her job for engaging in IVF to grow her family. Our members should not have to fear for their 

employment status because they want to have a family or embark on a relationship and 

publicly acknowledge who they love. We should not have to hide our relationship status or 

family from our employer for fear of dismissal. Unfortunately, this legislation would impose 

an additional hurdle for employment and open us up to yet more discrimination and 

humiliation, this time sanctioned by law.   

This also relates to education and could cause extreme harm to the children in our families. 

Whether or not a policy is publicly available, is it fair or reasonable, or in good faith, for a 

child from one of our families to be expelled from their school because their gay dads drop 

them off?  This legislation would mean that a child could be expelled merely for having gay 

parents as taking that action could be construed as avoiding injury to the religious 

susceptibilities of adherents to that faith. These matters are completely irrelevant to a child’s 

education. A school should not be able to remove a student because of that student's family 

situation.   

We are also exceedingly concerned for the safety of LGBTQ+ students. We will further 

discuss section 38 of the Sex Discrimination Act later in this submission. However, the public 

discourse about the protection of LGBTQ+ students has been somewhat lost in the wider 

debate over this issue. Despite assurances from the Prime Minister, protection for this 

vulnerable group of students has not been secured. Such protection must extend to openly 

LGBTQ+ students however they choose to express their identity.  

Remove section 11 of the Religious Discrimination Bill  

We recommend the removal of section 11 of the proposed RD Bill for the same reasons 

listed above. It matters whether a maths teacher knows trigonometry and calculus, not who 
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the maths teacher loves. Again, we acknowledge there are positions within religious schools 

where it may be necessary for the employee to subscribe to certain tenets of the religious 

faith to which the school is affiliated, but this should not extend to general teachers or other 

support staff in the school as it is unnecessary and discriminatory. Furthermore, there are 

many in the LGBTQ+ community who hold religious faith so it may not even be the case that 

school is preventing people who do not accept their religious doctrine. Rather, it may just be 

the case that the individual does not comply with, as the act says, something a person of the 

same religion considers a tenet or belief, no matter how obscure the tenet or belief is.   

This provision exposes a broader concern with the legislation as it seems to imply there is a 

consensus within religious groups on what their tenets and beliefs are. There are a myriad of 

incredulous rules one could point to in the bible that are ignored today. While not wishing to 

enter into a theological argument, it is important to acknowledge that the conduct sanctioned 

by this legislation is not based on any broad consensus of what a religious tent and belief 

actually is.   

Remove section 12 of the Religious Discrimination Bill  

Section 12 of the RD Bill would see individuals able to make homophobic, transphobic, 

sexist, racist or any other manor of indecorous statements with impunity, under the guise of 

a genuinely held belief. This clause solidifies a notion that a person can say what they like as 

long as they believe it to be so. As an organisation supporting LGBTQ+ families, we know 

members of the community can have strong views about the way we live our lives. It is 

pleasing to see many of these views fading into obscurity. However, the discourse 

surrounding this proposed legislation has put these views back into the public domain where 

proponents argue that their opinion on the morality of our families and lifestyles are 

legitimate and should be protected.  

While we acknowledge people hold these views and may well genuinely believe them, we do 

not see why they should be able to express these views without consideration of the harm 

they may cause, especially in environments such as the workplace. Expressing grotesque 

beliefs within a group of like-minded people is one thing, but having the ability to express 

unsolicited bigoted views in the public arena without any protection for those to whom the 

views are expressed, is reprehensible. Furthermore, we do not see how an expression of a 

belief that our families or those we love are fundamentally immoral could be expressed ‘in 

good faith’. Fundamentally, the expression of a view that labels aspects of our families 

immoral could never be done ‘in good faith’.  

We accept people have a right to their beliefs and people may feel like they need to state 

those beliefs. However, if someone's belief relates to the immorality of another person’s 

lifestyle or a preordained characteristic, then those views should not be expressed in 

situations where the other person does not want to hear them, and if such views are 

expressed then there should be some recourse available. We are particularly concerned that 

these statements could be directed at our families in public spaces, the workplace or at 

schools. While there is protection in the Act from intimidation, harassment, threats, 

vilification, and malice, the explanatory memorandum does not instil confidence with 

definitions requiring harm or violence to be at least incited or threatened to qualify. Would it 
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be the intention of this legislation to see one of our families approached in a shopping centre 

and kindly told that they are fundamentally immoral, and hell waits for them? Under this 

legislation, what could that family do?  

The drafting of this Bill means there would be no recourse for those impacted by these 

statements as the legislation overrides the state protections already in place. It is 

unacceptable for our families to be exposed to bigotry, whether or not it is a genuinely held 

religious belief.  

Remove section 15 of the Religious Discrimination Bill  

We are concerned about the restricting of qualifying bodies from imposing conduct rules that 

restrict a person from making statements of belief outside a professional setting as it can still 

impact on employees, clients, or patients. Conduct rules are a safe and standard element of 

many professions. There are standards of behaviour that apply to individuals who perform 

certain professions, and those rules reasonably apply outside professional situations, taking 

into account public trust and expectations in those professions.   

We do not accept that it is unreasonable for qualifying bodies to have conduct rules for their 

members in circumstances where contravention of those rules could erode trust or bring into 

disrepute the profession. It is also vital that our families have trust in the professional 

services they are accessing and that the individual offering the service will give advice or 

perform their service to the best of their ability, regardless of their religious beliefs. If a 

General Practitioner had publicly expressed that AIDS is a punishment from God and the 

best way to avoid it is for homosexuals not to engage in sexual activity, many would not feel 

comfortable consulting them. Our members should not have to shop around for a doctor or 

any other professional who is ‘accepting’ of them, presupposing that our members have the 

ability to access a different professional. This is a situation our families often find themselves 

in when growing their families or otherwise engaging with professionals.  

Enshrining a provision that prevents qualifying bodies from imposing conduct rules is a tacit 

endorsement of discriminatory views veiled behind a vague religious reference. If such a 

professional has publicly expressed discriminatory or offensive statements, the regulatory 

body ought to be able to sanction them if those statements have harmed the profession. This 

is not a wrong that needs to be made right.  

Remove part 6 of the Religious Discrimination Bill  

When considering Part 6, Rainbow Families is informed by the findings of the Ruddock  

Religious Freedom Review (the Review).  We note the review considered the need for such 

Religious Discrimination legislation and indicated that while there was a feeling amongst 

some that religious freedoms were in imminent peril, that feeling has not manifested in 

reality. The review stated, government ought to be vigilant with respect to belief or faith in a 

democratic, pluralist country. The Review explicitly found that a Religious Freedoms 

Commissioner is not necessary.   
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The creation of a statutory office, notwithstanding a different name, with the power to, among 

other things, grant exemptions, examine proposed enactments and advise the Minister on 

laws that should be made, is unnecessary for a societal group to which significant 

disadvantage or discrimination does not exist.  

Importantly, the framing of the current RD Bill does reveal a need for an LGBTQ+  

Commissioner as the group most likely to be impacted by discriminatory practises permitted 

under this legislation, on top of the discrimination we already face.  

Remove section 3 of the Human Rights Legislation Amendment Bill 2021  

The proposed amendment to the Charities Act 2013: Entities that advance, express or 

support a traditional view of marriage. The amendment states traditional marriage to be a 

view of marriage as a union of a man and woman to the exclusion of all others, voluntarily 

entered into for life. The amendment goes on to state that a charity espousing this view is 

always doing so ‘for the public benefit’. We are appalled by this terminology. How our 

marriages are against the public benefit is beyond us and the provision in this legislation 

should be called for what it is, a punishment for achieving marriage equality.  

Rainbow Families also queries how this definition of ‘traditional marriage’ was reached. We 

see two people having a ceremony to express their love and enter into a legal union, 

forsaking all others, as a traditional display. Which religious texts were consulted to conclude 

that traditional marriage is a voluntary union between a man and a woman, considering the 

history of gender imbalance in marriage, dowries and intent behind marriage? Wives have 

only been able to withdraw sexual consent form their husbands since 1981 in NSW 1985 for 

WA, VIC and the ACT, and not until 1992 in SA. Is the Federal Government saying  

‘traditional marriage’ only existed between 1981 and 2017 in NSW and from 1992 to 2017 in 

SA? When was the period of ‘traditional marriage’ that ought to be defended for the public 

benefit?  

Remove section 38 of the Sex Discrimination Act  

As we discussed above in this submission, our families face discrimination in schools, both 

for students and staff. The authority for religious schools to discriminate is drawn from 

section 38 the Sex Discrimination Act.   

It is extremely concerning to us that in 2021, LGBTQ+ students can be expelled from a 

school for nothing more than being open as who they are. It is just as concerning to us that 

this applies to staff. This provision must be retracted.  

Elevating religious freedoms above other human rights  

In the explanatory memorandum accompanying the RD Bill, it is stated,   

This Bill would bring legislative protections for religious belief and activity to the same 

standard as those already afforded under federal anti-discrimination law to 

discrimination on the basis of age, disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, 
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intersex status, family responsibilities, marital or relationship status, pregnancy or 

potential pregnancy, breastfeeding, race, colour, national or ethnic origin, descent or 

immigrant status.  

However, the effect of this legislation would be to raise religious freedoms above all other 

rights. These reforms would prevent a religious person from being discriminated against 

because of them airing their religious beliefs or behaving in a way consistent with their 

beliefs but allows religious bodies to discriminate against an LGBTQ+ person, or a whole 

host of other societal groups, for no reason other than their identity.  

Conclusion   

Our families are just families like any other. We want our children to grow up happy and safe 

with boundless opportunities. We ought to be able to access services, be protected in 

employment, and have our children safe and secure in their schooling irrespective of our 

sexuality, gender identity, relationship status or any other attribute. Unfortunately, our 

families face unique challenges and hold unique fears, many of which would be realised 

should this legislation pass in its current form. For every stride we take forward as a 

community and every victory we achieve, there is a pushback from certain sections of 

society. This legislation would mark a regression in our fight for equality. It would raise 

religious freedoms above our rights not to be discriminated against because of who we are.  

This proposed legislation represents the continuing politicisation of our families. Our families 

are not political statements.  

We do not support this legislation in its current form.   

  

  


